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0. Introduction

Let E be an associative ring spectrum with unit. For any CW-spectra
X and Y we say that X is quasi E^-equivalent to Y (see [15] or [16]) if there ex-
ists a map /: Y->EAX such that the composite map ( μ Λ l ) ( l Λ / ) : EAY-^EAX

is an equivalence where μ: EAE-^E denotes the multiplication of E. Let KO,
KU and KT be the real, the complex and the self-conjugate ^-spectrum respec-
tively (see [3] or [7]). It is known that there is no difference among the KO*-,
KU*- and KT*-localizations ([11], [5] or [13]). So we denote by Sκ the K*-
localization of the sphere spectrum 5=2° . These spectra KO, KU, KT and
Sκ are all associative ring spectra with unit.

In [15] we studied the quasi ^-equivalences, especially the quasi KO*-
equivalence, and in [16] and [17] we determined the quasi KO* -types of the
real projective spaces RPn and the stunted real projective spaces RPnIRPm.
In this note we will be interested in the quasi S^-equivalence in advance of the
quasi KO*-equivalence. According to the smashing theorem [6, Corollary
4.7] (or [13]), for any CW-spectrum X the smash product SKAX is actually the
iCc-localization of X. Hence we notice that two CW-spectra X and Y have
the same K* -local type if and only if X is quasi S^-equivalent to Y.

For any map/: X-> Y its coίiber is usually denoted by C{f). Let η: Σ1-*Σ°
be the stable Hopf map of order 2. The i£O-homologies of the cofibers O(η)
and C(η2) are well known as follows: KOβ^^πfKU^Z or 0 according as
i is even or odd, and KOfi^^πiKT^Z, Zβ, 0 or Z according as i==Q, 1,2
or 3 mod 4. A CW-spectrum X is said to be a Wood spectrum if it is quasi
^O*-equivalent to the cofiber O(η), and an Anderson spectrum if it is quasi KO*-
equivalent to the cofiber C(v

2) (see [12], [15] or [18]).

Let η: yΣ1SZI2-^'Σ0 and fj\ Σ2->SZβ be an extension and a coextension of
η with ηi=η and jη=η, where SZβ denotes the Moore spectrum of type Zβ

constructed by the cofiber sequence Σ°-»Σ°->5f^/2-^Σ1. Choose two maps h:
Ί?SZI2-+C(η) and k: Ί?SZβ-^C(η) with }Jt=ffj and ]k=ηη where /: C{η)
!<2SZβ denotes the bottom cell collapsing. Using a fixed Adams' i^-equiva-
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lence A2: Σ8SZβ->SZβ in [2] we can introduce four kinds of maps/, ( ί ^ l ) as

follows:

a4r = jAr

2 i: Σ 8 ' " 1 -> Σ°, μ4r+1 = ηA'2 i: Σ 8 ' + 1 -> Σ°,

a4r+2 = M\ i: Σ 8 ' + 3 -^ C(v) and m4r+3 = kA\ i: Σ 8 r + 5 -> C(η).

Setting cL4r=]Ar

2, ^ + 1 = ^ 2 , ^ + 2 = ^ 2 and m4r+3=kAr

2, we can also introduce

four kinds of maps/.., ( ί ^ 1) as follows:

a_t,: S-*-1 C(a4 r) - Σ°, A*.*,.,: Σ" 8 ' " 3 C(μir+1) - Σ°,

α_4r-2: Σ" 8 ' - 5 C(a4r+2) - Σ° and m.tr.3: Σ " 8 -

of which each coίiber C(/_,) coincides with Σ"2 ίC(/,).

In §1 and §3 we will determine the i^-local types of Wood and Anderson

spectra as our results (Theorems 1.7 iii) and 3.4 ii)):

Theorem 1. Let X be a Wood spectrum whose rationalization XASQ is

(Σ°\/Σ2t)ASQ for some odd integer t^ί. Then X has the same K*-local type as

the following cofiber C(μt) or C{mt) according as t—Ar-\-\ or 4 r+3.

Theorem 2. Let X be an Anderson spectrum whose rationalization X^SQ

is (Σ°VΣ2 / + 1)Λ5'ρ for some odd integer t. Assume that ί φ — 1 . Then X has the

same K*-local type as the following cofiber C(ημt) or C(ηmt) according as t=

±(4r+l)or±(4r+3).

For the Moore spectrum SZ\2ι of type Z\V we denote by it: ΊP-^SZβ' and

jt: SZβt->Έt

1 with the subscript "f" the bottom cell inclusion and the top cell

projection. Abbreviating the cofiber C(it-1 η) to be V2t we have a cofiber se-

2ί~1z iγ,t jv,t

quence Σ° >C'(^)—'->V2t—^Σ1. In §4 the A^-local types of the real pro-

jective spaces RPn (2^n^oo) will be determined as our main result (Theorem

4.6 ii)):

Theorem 3. The realprojective space Σ x i?P n has the same K*-local type as

the following elementary spectrum: SZβAr, C(i4rμ4r+1), V2ir+iy C(iV4r+1a4r+2), V24r+2,

C ( ^ 4 r + 2 % + λ SZβ4r+3, C(i4r+3a4r+4) according as n=8r, 8r+l, —, 8 r + 7 . In

addition, Ί,ιRP°° has the same K*-local type as SZβ°° (cf. [8, Theorem 4.2] or [13,

Theorem 9.1]).

In order to prove the above theorems we will need the following powerful

tool due to Bousfield [7, Theorems 7.11 and 7.12].

Theorem 4. Let Y be a certain CW-spectrum satisfying either of the fol-

lowing two conditions: i) KU*Y is either free or divisible and Hom(zr fy®β,

τri+1Y®Q)=0 for each i; ii) KUλY=0 (or KU0Y=0). Assume that a CW-

spectrum X is quasi KO^-equivalent to Y, and the real Adams operations ΛJrk

R in
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KO*X and KO* Y behave as the same action for each k Φ 0 when KO*X is iden-
tified with KO* Y as a KO ^-module. Then X is quasi S^-equivalent to Y, thus
X has the same K*-local type as Y (cf. [7, 9.8]).

In § 1 we will mainly deal with CfF-spectra X satisfying the following pro-
perty:

(I) KUoX^Z with ψkc=l and KU1X=0;
(I2W) KU0X^Zβm with i ^ = l and KUlX=0; or
(II), KU0X^Z®Z with ψc=AKt and KO\X=Q.

Here Ak t=( l ^ °), which operates on {Z@Z)®Z[HK\ as left action.
\1—hrjlhr IV

After investigating the behavior of the real Adams operation ΛJrR for CW-spectra
X with the above property we will determine their K* -local types (Theorems 1.2
and 1.7). In §2 and §3 we will next deal with CPF-spectra X satisfying the
following property:

(Π2ίM), KUoX^ZφZβm with ψkc=AKt and KUXX=Q\ or

(III), KU0X^Z with ψ{r=l and KU.X^Z with ψfc = l/#.

As in §1 we will also determine the ^-local types of such CW-spectra X
(Theorems 2.6 and 3.4). In §4 we will finally deal with the symmetric squa-
res SP2Sn of the w-spheres and the real projective w-spaces RPn. After investi-
gating the behavior of the Adams operations yjrc and ΛJTR for the spaces SP2Sn

and RPn, we will determine their i^-local types (Theorem 4.6) by applying
Theorems 1.2, 1.7 and 2.6.

In the forthcoming paper [19] we will completely determine the ^" local
types of the stunted real projective spaces RPnjRPm (0^m<w^oo) along our
line.

1. 2jf*-local types of Wood spectra

1.1. Let Z b e a CW-spectrum with KU0X^Z and KU1X=0. For such
a CW-spectrum X we may assume that the stable complex Adams operation
ψc acts identically on KU0X®Z[l/k] for each kφO. Thus X satisfies the fol-
lowing property:

(I) KUQX^Z in which ψk

c=l and

Whenever a CW-spectrum X satisfies the property (I), it is quasi
ent to either of 2° and Σ4 (see [7, Theorem 3.2] or [15, Theorem 1.2.4]). In
this case it is easily seen that the stable real Adams operation ψk

R acts always
on KOiX®Z[llk] (O^i^7) for each #ΦO as follows:

(1.1) Λjrk

R=k2 or 1 according as i=4 or otherwise.
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The Moore spectrum SZβm of type Zβm is constructed as the cofiber of

multiplication by 2m on 2°. Thus we have a cofiber sequence 2° >Σ°—>*SZ/2τw

-i-Σ1. Let η2m: ΊϊSZβm-^Έ? and η2m: Έ,2-+SZβm be an extension and a coex-
tension of η satisfying η2m i=η and jfym^v respectively, where η: Σ 1 - ^ 0 denotes
the stable Hopf map of order 2. The maps η2 and η2 are often abbreviated to
be η and τjt Consider the two cofiber sequences

ΊΪSZβ -I Σ° ^ C(η) i τ2SZβ and Σ2 ̂  SZβ %-> C{η) ^ Σ3

in which the cofibers C(η) and C{η) are denoted by P2 and P2 respectively in
[15, 1.4.1]. Between these cofibers there holds a Spanier-Whitehead duality
as C(y)=Ί?DC(η). By observing [15, Propositions 1.4.1 and 1.4.2] we verify
that

(1.2) both C(η) and Σ~3C(^) satisfy the property (I), and they are quasi KO*-
equivalent to Σ4.

Let X be a CW-spectrum with KU0X^Zβm and KU1X=0, In this case
we assume that the Adams operation ΛJTC acts identically in KU0X for each
&4=0. Thus we here deal with a CW-spectrum X satisfying the following prop-
erty:

(I2W) KU0X^Zβm in which ψ£ = 1 and KU1X=0.

Consider the cofibers C(iη) and C{fjj) of the composite maps iη: Ί^SZβ-^SZjm
and fjj\ Σ1SZIm->SZβy which are denoted by V2m and Vίm respectively as in
[15, 1.4.4]). Between them we have a Spanier-Whitehead duality as V2m=
Έ?DV2m. Since there exist cofiber sequences

vΛv and VtvίΛ
it follows from [15, Corollaries 1.4.6 and 1.5.4] that

(1.3) both V2m and Σ~2 V'2m satisfy the property (l2m), and ^Vf

2m is quasi
XO^-equivalent to V2m, whose ifO-homology KOiV^^Zjm, 0, Z/2, 2Γ/2, ZjAmy

Z/2, Z/2, 0 according as ί = 0 , 1, —, 7.

Notice that a CW-spectrum X is quasi ifO* -equivalent to one of the four
elementary spectra SZβm, ΊfSZβm, V2m and Σ 4 F 2 w whenever it satisfies the
property (I2w) (see [15, Theorem II.2 or Theorem 1.5.2]).

Lemma 1.1. Let W and Y be CW-spectra satisfying the property (I),
and g: W-+Y be a map whose cofiber C(g) satisfies the property (I2m). Then the
cofiber C(g) is quasi KO^-equivalent to WASZβm or WAV2m according as W is
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quasi KO^-equivalent to Y or not. In the latter case the Adams operation ψk

R

acts normally in KOiC(g)^KOiWAV2m(0^i£7) for each kφO as follows:

ψ*kR=k2 or 1 according as i=4 or otherwise.

Proof. The induced homomorphism g*: KOiW-^KOtY is trivial in di-
mension i = l , 2, 5 or 6 because g*: KU0W->KU0Y is multiplication by 2m on
Z. Therefore it is immediate that KO6C(g)=0 if both W and Y are quasi
i£O*-equivalent to Σ°, and KO2C(g)**Zβ and KO1C(g)=0 if W and Y are
quasi KO*-equivalent to Σ° and Σ4 respectively. Thus C(g) is quasi KO*-
equivalent to SZβm in the first case, and it is quasi KO*-equivalent to V2m in
the second case. In the other two cases we can similarly observe the quasi
KO*-type of C(g). When C(g) is quasi XO*-equivalent to either of V2m and
Σ 4 ^ , it is easily checked that ψk

R = ί or k2 in KO{ C(g) for each &Φ0 accord-
ing as i=0 or 4.

Since the maps η: VSZβ-^V and ψ. Ί?->SZβ have order 4 [4, (4.2)], we
can choose maps

η4m/2: τ2SZβ -* SZjAm and v,m/2: τ2SZ/4m -> SZβ

with jvAm/2=v *nd Vimfri^V- Denote by U2m and U2m their cofibers C(ηAm/2)

and C(f}4m/2) respectively. Between them there holds a Spanier-Whitehead du-
ality as U2m=Σ*DU2m. Using the cofiber sequences

and j J *

with Xi==4 and / λ = 4 , we can easily show by the aid of Lemma 1.1 that

(1.4) both U2tn and Σ 1 ^/^ satisfy the property (I2w), and they are quasi KO*-
equivalent to Σ4 V2m.

If a CW-spectrum X satisfies the property (I2w), then the smash product
XAC(η) does the same property, but it is quasi KO*-equivalent to Σ4X because
of (1.2). Whenever X=SZβm, V2m, Ί,-ψ'2m, U2m or Σ" 3ί/L, the Adams oper-
ation ΛJTR behaves normally in KO{X and KOiXAC(η) (0^i£7) for each kφO
as follows:

(1.5) ψR=k2 or 1 according as i=\ or otherwise.

Because the X=SZβm case is well known, and the other four cases are im-
mediately shown by Lemma 1.1.

Let X be a CW-spectrum satisfying the property:

(I2~) KU0X^Zβ°° in which y]rk

c = 1 and KU1 X=0.

Such a CW-spectrum X is quasi ΛΓO^-equivalent to either of SZβ°° and
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Σ4SZ/2°° (see [7, Theorem 3.3]). In this case it is easily seen that the Adams
operation ΛJTR behaves always in KO{X (0^i^7) for each AφO as follows:

(1.6) Λ]rk

R=k? or 1 according as i=4 or otherwise.

Use (1.1), (1.5) or (1.6) to apply Theorem 4 for CW-spectra X with the
property (I), (I2m) or (I2-). Then we obtain

Theorem 1.2. i) Let X be a CW-spectrum satisfying the property (I).
Then it has the same K*-local type as either of Σ° and C(η).

ii) Let X be a CW-spectrum satisfying the property (I2w). Assume that the
real Adams operation ΛJΓR behaves normally in KO*X in the sense of (1.5). Then
X has the same K*-local type as one of the following spectra SZβm, SZβmAC(η)}

V2m and U2m.

iii) Let X be a CW-spectrum satisfying the property (12°°). Then X has the
same K*-local type as either of SZβ°° and SZβ~AC(η).

1.2. Let X be a CW-spectrum with KU0X^Z®Z and KUXX=Q. For
such a CW-spectrum X we may assume that XASQ=(X2t\/^0)/\SQ for some
integer ί^O. In this case the complex Adams operation ψk

c on KU0X®Z[ίlk]
is represented as the matrix C~ιAk>t^ C for each &φθ where the matrix C^GL

(2, Q) associated with the Chern character is independent of k and AktttQ= ( ' \

When t is odd, we may regard that the conjugation -ψ^on KU0X^Z(BZ is ex-

pressed by either of the matrices y ) and ( j (see [7, Proposition 3.7]

or [15, 1.2.1]). This observation implies easily that the Adams operation ψk

c in
KU0X for each &Φ0 can be expressed by the following matrix

,,.o = ( o J or

according as Λ]T'Ϊ1=( ) or ί j , whenever t is odd.

Let X be a CW-spectrum satisfying the following property:

(II) ί§0 KUOX^ZΦZ in which ψk

c=Akttt0 and KU1X=0.

Then X is quasi KO*-equivalent to one of the wedge sums Σ° VΣ°, Σ° VΣ4 and
Σ4 VΣ4 when t is even, and it is quasi KO*-equivalent to one of the wedge sums
Σ2VΣ°, Σ2VΣ4, Σ6VΣ° and Σ6VΣ4 when t is odd (see [7, Theorem 3.2] or [15,
Theorem 1.2.4]). By an easy argument using the long exact sequence induced
by the Bott cofiber sequence Ί<ιKO-*KO->KTJ->Ί<2KO we can show that in
the case when t is even the Adams operation ΛJTR behaves always in KO{ X
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(0^**^7) for each kφO as follows (cf. [2, Proposition 7.14]):

(1.7) i) If X is quasi KO*-equivalent to either of Σ°VΣ° and Σ4VΣ4, then
ΛJrk

R=AktfOy k2Akt0 or 1 according as z=0,4 or otherwise.
ii) If X is quasi £Ό*-equivalent to Σ°VΣ4, then ψk

R=Akfttζf k2Aκty or 1
according as i=0, 4 or otherwise where (£, £')=(0, 0), (0, 1) or (1, 0) and Ak 11=

Let X be a CW-spectrum satisfying the following property:

(II), ίΓC/o X - Z Θ ^ in which ψc=AKt and X ^ X = 0 .

Then X is quasi XO*-equivalent to one of the wedge sums Σ° VΣ°, Σ° VΣ4 and
Σ 4VΣ 4 when t is even, but it is only quasi KO*-equivalent to the cofiber C(η)
when t is odd (see [7, Theorem 3.2] or [15, Theorem 1.2.4]). Thus X is always
a Wood spectrum in the case when t is odd. By a similar argument to (1.7) we
can also show that the Adams operation ψk

R behaves always in KO{ X (O^z'^7)
for each &Φ0 as follows:

(1.8) i) If X is quasi KO*-equivalent to either of Σ°VΣ° and Σ4VΣ4, then
ψk

R—Akjy k2Ak t or 1 according as z'=0, 4 or otherwise.
ii) If X is quasi .KO*-equivalent to Σ° VΣ4, then ^k

R=AkfttZ, h?AkJt2-z or 1

according as i=0, 4 or otherwise where £=0 or 2 and Ak t .= ( ' . ).

iii) If X is a Wood spectrum, then Λ>| = 1, 1/&*"1, & or l/#"~3 according
as i=0, 2, 4 or 6.

For any map a2s/j: Σ4s~1^Σ° whose ^-invariant ^c(α24/y)Ξl/2y mod 1, we
notice that the Adams operation ψk

c in KU0 C{a2s/j)^Z®Z is represented by
the matrix 4̂*)25,/ as given in (1.8) ii) for each &Φ0 [2, Proposition 7.5]. Con-
sider the maps

(1.9) α 2 s : Σ 4 s - 1 - > Σ 0 , ^ 2 s / 2 : Σ 4 s - 1 - ^ C ( ^ ) and a2s/2 j:^ Σ 4 s " 4 C(v)

where ί ^ l and a2s^ is abbreviated as a2s.

Proposition 1.3. The cofibers C(μ2s), C(ϊa2s;2) and C(a28/2J) satisfy the

property (ϊΐ)2s, and they are quasi KO^-equivalent to the wedge sum Σ 4 s VΣ°,

Σ 4 s V Σ 4 and Σ4 s~4VΣ° respectively.

Proof. The first half is easy, and the latter half is immediate bacause

1.3. Let us fix an Adams' ^-equivalence A2: Ί?SZβ-+SZβ [2]. We first
consider the composite maps Ar

2 i: Σ
8r->SZ/2 and jAr

2: V^SZβ-^Ί? (r^i
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Lemma 1.4. The cofibers Σ"8'""1 C(Ar

2 i) and C(jAr

2) satisfy the property
(I), and they are quasi KO^-equivalent to Σ°.

Proof. Since the Adams' ^-equivalence A2: l?SZβ->SZβ induces an
isomorphism in i£C/-homology, we obtain that KUιC(A2i)^KUιΊ?rΛ'ι^Z,
KU0 C(jAr

2)^KUQ Σ°^Zand KUQ C(Ar

2 i)=0=KU1 C(jAr

2). Moreover it fol-
lows that Ί,~ιO(A2 i) and C(jA2) are both quasi KO*-equivalent to Σ° but not
to Σ4 because KO6 C(Ar

2 i)=0=KO5 C(jAr

2).

Lemma 1.5. Let X be a CW-spectrum satisfying the property (I).
i) Let f: Ί,2t~ιSZβ->X be a map whose cofiber C{f) satisfies the property

(I). For the composite map fA2 i: ??r+2t~ι-+X its cofiber C(fA2 i) satisfies the
property (Π) 4 r + ί, and it is quasi KO*-equivalent to Σ 2 ίVC(/) or C(η) according as
t is even or odd.

ii) Letg: Σ2tX->SZβ be a map whose cofiber Σ2 / '1C(^) satisfies the prop-
erty (I). For the composite mapjAr

2g: JF+^X-^J,0 its cofiber C(jAr

2g) satisfies
the property (lϊ)4r+t, and it is quasi KO*-equivaleM to X"1C(g) VΣ° or C(η) ac-
cording as t is even or odd.

Proof, i) Consider the commutative diagram

g8r+a-i/^?

1/ I*1 II

C(f) = C(/)

involving four cofiber sequences. It is obvious that KU0 C(fA2 i)^KU0 Σ 8 r + 2 ί

®KUo X^ZφZ and Ĵ C/x C(fA2 ί )=0. Observe that the induced homomor-
phism F*: X"?70 Ί*~ιC{Ar

2 i)->KU0 O(fAr

2 i) is given by F*(l)=(2, a) for some
integer a. Since the integer a must be odd, we may take a to be 1. By an easy
argument we can then show that •^rkc=AkM+t in KU0C(fA2i) for each &Φ0.
Since Σ~ιC(A2 ί) is quasi KO*-equivalent to Σ° by Lemma 1.4 and C(f) is quasi
KO*-equivalent to either of Σ° and Σ4, the cofiber C(fA2 i) becomes quasi KO*-
equivalent to the wedge sum C(/)VΣ 2 ί in the case when t is even. On the
other hand, it is exactly a Wood spectrum in the case when t is odd, because

ii) is similarly shown by a dual argument.

Consider the composite map ffη: Ί?SZβ->SZβ. Since KO7 C(vη)^KO3
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SZβ^Zβ and KO6C(^η)^KO2SZβ^Z/4; a routine argument with (1.2)

shows that

(1.10) Ίϊ<~2C(rjη) satisfies the property (I4), and it is quasi AΌ^-equivalent to

Σ4SZ/4.

Since the composite maps ηfjfj: Ί?SZβ->Ί,\iηη: Ί?->SZβy ηηη: ΊPSZβ

-^Σ 1 and ffηff: S5->SZ/2 are all trivial [4, §4], we can choose the following maps

* : ΊΪSZβ -> C(η), h: VC(v) - SZβ ,
[ ' j &: Σ55Z/2 > C(9) and £:

such that jh=vj\ ht=iη, jk=ηη and M=ηη. Among their cofibers there hold
Spanier-Whitehead dualities as O(h)=τ5DC(h) and C(k)=X7DC(k). Since
KU0C(7}j)^KU0C(iη)^KUQC(ηη)^ZI4 by (1.3) and (1.10), we can easily
observe that

(1.12) the cofibers C(h), Σ"5C(A), C{k) and Σ"7C(£) satisfy the property (I),

and the first two and the last two are respectively quasi KO*-equivalent to Σ4

and Σ°,

because KOιC{h)=KOΊC{h)=KO5C(k)=Q and j
By taking / in Lemma 1.5 i) as the map j , η> h or fe, and g in Lemma 1.5

ϋ) as the map ί, τjy h or k, we can now introduce the following maps of order 2:

a u) μ*r+1 = ηΛιiι Σ8r+1 ""* Σ ° ' μir+1 = ]A^ Σ8r+1 ~* Σ°
( } a A ^ ^ : Σ 8 ' + 3 > C ( ^ ) α ί jArH: τ*rC(y) > Σ°

= Mr

2i: τ8r+5 -> C(^) , mί,+ 3

Among their cofibers we may regard that there hold Spanier-Whitehead dualities
as CifD^VDCift) for ft=a4r, μ4r+1, a4r+2 or m4r+3 where r^O and alr=a4r.

Combining Lemma 1.5 with (1.2) and (1.12) we obtain

Proposition 1.6. Set ft=a4r, μ4r+1, μ'Ar+i, a4r+2y a'4r+2, m4r+3 or tn'4r+z (r^O).
Then each cofiber C(ft) satisfies the property (II),. Moreover C(a4r), C(a'4r+2) and
VC(a4r+2) are quasi KO^-equivalent to Σ°VΣ°, arid C(μ4r+1), C(μίr+i), C(m4r+3)
and C(m'4r+3) are all Wood spectra.

Use Proposition 1.6 combined with (1.8) to apply Theorem 4. Then we
obtain the following result, which contains Theorem 1.

Theorem 1.7. Let X be a CW-spectrum satisfying the property (II), with

i) // X is quasi KO^-equivalent to Σ°VΣ°, then it has the same K*-local
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type as C(a4r) or C(air+2) according as t—4r or 4r+2.
ii) If X is quasi KO ^-equivalent to Σ4VΣ4, then it has the same K*-local

type as C(a4r)AC(η) or C(a4r+2) according as t=4r or 4r-\-2.
iii) If X is a Wood spectrum, then it has the same K*-local type as C(μ4r+i)

or C(m4r+3) according as ί = 4 r + l or 4r+3.

2. K*-local types of spectra with the property (Π2m)t

2.1. Consider the cofibers O(iη)> C(η2m) and C{η2η2m) of the maps ίη\ Σ1-^
SZβ, η2m: Ί<ιSZβm-^Ί? and η2η2m\ Σ3SZ/2m->Σ°, which are denoted by M2m,
PL and R'2m respectively in [15, 1.4.1]. Recall that KU0M2m^Z®Zβm on

which ψ^^i"1 °\ KU0P'2m~Z®Zlm on which ψΈ1^1 °Y KU0R'2m^
\— 1 1/ \1 —1/

ZφZjlm on which ψ ^ = l , and KU1M2m=KU1P
/

2m=KU1R
/

2m=0 [15, Proposi-
tion 1.4.1]. Note that Σ" 2 PL is quasi i£O*-equivalent to M2m, whose J^O-
homology KO{ M2m^Zβmy 0, Z0Z/2, Z/2, Z/4m, 0, Z, 0 according as ί=0, 1,
•••, 7 (see [15, Proposition 1.4.2 and Corollary 1.5.4]).

Let X be a OPF-spectrum satisfying the following property:

(II^), KU0X^Z®Zβm in which ψkc=AKt and Xπ 2 Jf=O.

Then X is quasi XO^ -equivalent to one of the following elementary spectra
Σ4ιVΣ4i5Z/2w, Σ4 ίVΣ4 ;F2 w z and VjR2m for ί,y=0 or 1 when t is even, and it
is quasi KO*-equivalent to either of M2m and Σ4M2wί when t is odd.

Lemma 2.1. Let X, Y and W be CW-spectra satisfying the property (I).
Let f: Σ 2 ί - 1 X—>Y andg: W^>Y be maps whose cofibers C(f) and C(g) satisfy the
properties (II), and (ϊ2m) respectively. Then the cofiber C(igf) of the composite map
igf: Ί<2t~ιX-+Y->C{g) satisfies the property (II2m)ί. Moreover it is quasi KO*-
equίvalent to Σ2tX\/C(g) when t is even, and it is quasi KO^-equivalent to M2m or
Σ4M2w according as W is quasi KO^-equivalent to Σ° or Σ4 when t is odd.

Proof. Use the commutative diagram

W = W

I p I (jr

/ V φ Y

Λ -> y -> c(/)
II \ ιg \ ΊG

τκ-iχ _, C ω _ C(iJ)

involving four cofiber sequences. Obviously
C(g) in which ψk

c=Ak>t and KUι C(igf)=0. When ί is even, C(igf) is quasi
KO*-equivalent to the wedge sum Ί,2tX\/C(g) since Σ 2 '" 1 .^ is quasi KO*-
equivalent to Σ3 or Σ7 and Y is quasi KO*-equivalent to Σ° or Σ4. On the other
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hand, C(igf) is quasi KO*-equivalent to either of M2m and Σ4M2m when t is odd.

However we notice that KO3 C(igf)^KO2 W because C(f) is a Wood spectrum

in the case when t is odd.

Let X be a CW-spectrum with (II2«)2β+i, which is quasi KO*-equivalent to

either M2m or Σ 4 M 2 w . Using the long exact sequence induced by the Bott

cofiber sequence ΣιKO-^KO-+KU^Ί<2KO we can easily show that the Adams

operation ψR behaves always in KO{X (0^z5^7) for each &Φ0 as follows:

(2.1) <yjrk

R = llk2s

f &2, l/k2*-2 or 1 according as ι=2, 4, 6 or otherwise.

L e m m a 2.2. Let X, Y and W be CW-spectra satisfying the property (I).

Letf: Ί,As~ιX->Y andg: W-+Y be maps whose cofibers C(f) and C(g) satisfy the

properties (II) 2 5 and (l2m) respectively. Assume that the Adams operation ψk

R be-

haves normally in KO*C(g) in the sense of (1.5). Then the Adams operation Λ]TR

acts normally in KOiC(igf) (0^i^7)for each kφO as follows:

i) // both Σ 4 s X and Y are quasi KO^-equivalent to either of Σ° and Σ 4, then

ψk

R=Ak2s, k2Ak2s or 1 according as i=0, 4 or otherwise.

ii) If Σ 4 s X and Y are respectively quasi KO ^-equivalent to Σ° and Σ 4, then

Λ]rk

R=Akj2s2, k2Ak2s>o or 1 according as z'=0, 4 or otherwise.

iii) IfΈ,4sX and Y are respectively quasi KO ^-equivalent to Σ 4 and Σ°, then

ψR=Ak2s0} k2Ak2s2 or 1 according as i=0, 4 or otherwise.

G iG j G

Proof. Use the cofiber sequence W-+C(f)-+C(igf)->Σ1W appeared in the

proof of Lemma 2.1 where C(f) and C(igf) are quasi KO*-equivalent to

VSXVY and VsXVC(g) respectively. Since W is quasi KO*-equivalent to

either of Σ° and Σ4, the map iG induces epimorphisms iG*: KOiC^ft-^KO\C{igf)

in dimensions i=0, 1, 4 and 5. By using (1.8) i) and ii) we can immediately ob-

serve the behavior of ψk

R in KOiC(igf) for i=0, 1, 4 or 5. We will next show

that ψR=l in KOiC{ίgf) for i=2 or 6. It is obvious that KO2C(igf) is iso-

morphic to KO2C(g)y KO2C(f) or KO2C(f)®KO2C(g) according as Σ4sX, W

or Y is quasi KO*-equivalent to Σ4. Therefore it is easy to see that ψk

R=\ in

KO2C(igf) in these three cases. Assume that Σ4sX, W and Y are all quasi

i^O^-equivalent to Σ°. Then we have the following commutative diagram

0 ->

0 -*

0

I
KO2Y ->

1
KO2C(g) -

I
KOJV =

I
0

0

i
KO2C(f)

I
KO2C(iJ)

i
κoxw

1
0

-* KO2Ί,4sX

II
-* KO2Ί,4sX

-* 0

-> 0
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with exact rows and columns, where C(g) is quasi KO*-equivalent to SZβm

by Lemma 1.1. Then a routine computation shows that ψ * = l in KO2C(igf)

as desired, because yJrk

R=l in KO2C(f) and KO2C(g). Similarly as to KO6

C(iJ).

We remark that the Adams operation ψk

R acts normally in KO*C(igf)AO(η)
as stated in the above lemma if it behaves normally in KO*C(g) AC{τi) in the
sense of (1.5).

Take/in Lemma 2.1 as the map a4r, μ4r+ι> a4r+2y a4r+2 or m4r+3 given in (1.13)
and£ in Lemma 2.1 as the map 2m: Σ°->Σ°, m%: O(η)^>Σ°, 2m: O(η)-+C(η) or
mi: Σ°-^C(^) whose cofiber is SZβm, U2m, SZβmAC(v) or V2m. Then we can
introduce the composite maps igft (t^Q) as follows:

ia4r: Σ 8 ' " 1 - SZβm , iυa4r: Σ 8 ' " 1 - U
2m

iμ4r+1: Σ 8 ' + 1 - SZβm , iuμ4r+1: Σ8^+1 - U2m

(2.2) ia'4r+2:

SZβmAC(v), z > 4 r + 3 : Σ 8 r + 5 - V2m .

Applying Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 and (2.1) with the aid of Proposition 1.6,
(1.3), (1.4) and (1.5), we obtain

Proposition 2.3. For each composite map igft (t^O) given in (2.2), its co-
fiber C(igft) satisfies the property (ίl2m)t) and the Adams operation ψR behaves
normally in KO*C(igft) as stated in Lemma 2.2 i) when t is even, or as stated in
(2.1) when t is odd. Moreover C{iaAr), C{ia4r+2) and Σ4C((fΛl) ^+2) are quasi
KO*-equivalent to Σ°\/SZβm, and C{iva4r), C{iυa

f

4rJ,i) and ^4C(iva4r+2) are
quasi KO^-equivalent to Σ°VΣ4F2 w. On the other hand, C(iμAr+^, C(ivm4r+3),
Σ4O(%μ-4r+i) and Σ4C((zΛl) mdr+3) are all quasi KO ^-equivalent to M2m.

2.2. Let/: Σ^^X-^F be a map of order 2. Then we have extensions

^Y, fUΛm: Ί?^XAυ4m -> Y and

fVΛm:τ2t-ιX\V4m-^Y when X = X'AC(η)

such that f2m{lAi)=f, fu,Am{^Aiu)=f and fv,4m(^Aiv)=f because U4m and V4m are
constructed as the coίibers of the maps 2τwX: C(^)->Σ° and 2mi: Σ°-»C(^)
respectively.

Lemma 2.4. Let X and Y be CW-spectra satisfying the property (1), and
f: Ί<2t-ιX->Y be a map of order 2 whose cofiber C(f) satisfies the property (II),
(fΦO).

(i) The cofiber C(/2) sacisfies the property [I), and it is quasi KO ̂ -equivalent
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to Y or Σ 4 Y according as t is even or odd.
ii) For ?>im=f4tn>fu,4m or fV4m each cofiber ^-2tC(φ4m) satisfies the property

(II 2 m )_, . Whenever t is odd, all of C(f4m), TC{fUt4m) and C(fVt4m) are quasi
KO*-equivalent to P4m or Σ4Pim according as Σ2'-XΓ is quasi KO*-equivalent to Σ 2

orΣ 6.

Proof. Consider the following commutative diagram

τ2tχ = ^2tX

i λ I 2m

I 1Λ* II I i

Y ->

involving four cofiber sequences. The induced homomorphism λ*: KU0Σ
2tX

->KU0C(f) is given by \*(ί)=^(2mym)^KUQC(f)^KU0Σ
2tXφKUQY^

ZΦZ, since φk

c=Akft in KU0C(f). Hence it is immediate that KU0C(f2m)^
Z®Z\m and KU1C(f2m)=0. Moreover the Adams operation yjrk

c in KU0C(f2m)
/ 1 2 \ / 1 2 \

is represented as the matrix ( \AkΛ \=^k~tAk^t. In other words,

ψkc = l in KU0C(f2)^Z and ψk

c=Ak>_t in KUQX-2tC(f2m)^Z®Zlm unless

Assume that Y is quasi .RΌ*-equivalent to Σ°. Then it is obvious that
KO7τ

2tXASZI2 = 0 because KO7C(f2) = 0 = KOeY. Therefore Z2tXASZ/2
becomes quasi i^O^-equivalent to SZ/2 or Σ2*SfZ/2 according as t is even or odd.
This implies easily that C(/2) is quasi KO*-equivalent to Σ° or Σ4 according as
t is even or odd. When Y is quasi KO*-equivalent to Σ4, a similar result can
be shown. Since C(f) is a Wood spectrum when t is odd, it is immediate
that KOfi&^KO^X. Hence C(f2m) is quasi KO*-equivalent to P'2m or
Ί?P2m according as Σ2ίX is quasi KO*-equivalent to Σ2 or Σ6.

We can similarly prove as for C(fU4m) and C(fV4m).

Since \J,3SZI29C(η)]sχ[Σ1C(η)9 SZβ]^Zβ (use [4, §4]), the maps h:
and h\ Σ1C(^)->SZ/2 have order 2. So there exist maps

h2m/2: VSZ/2 — SZI2mAC(η) and h2m/2: τιSZj2mAC(η) -> SZ/2

satisfying (jAl) h2m/2=h and h2m/2(iAί)=h. We now set

a4r = jAr

2: Σ 8 r " 1 SZ/2 -> Σ ° , 75^+1 = ^

(2.3) a4r+2 = hAr

2: τSr+3SZβ -> C ( ^ ) , m 4 r + 3 - Mr

2: Σ 8 r + 5 5Z/2

* ί r + 2 = j ^ ^ A2/2: Σ
8 ^ Z / 2 Λ C ( ^ ) -> Σ ° .
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Then Lemma 2.4 i) combined with Proposition 1.6 shows that

(2.4) the cofibers O(a4r)> C(μ4r+1), C(a4r+2), C(fn4r+3) and O(a'4r+2) satisfy the
property (I), and the first, the forth and the last are quasi KO*-equivalent to Σ°
and the other two are quasi KO*-equivalent to Σ4.

Let /: Ί?-ιX-*Y be a map of order 2 and / : I*-ιXASZβ-+Y be its ex-
tension with / ( I Λ ^ ^ / Then there exists a map φ: Σ" 2 ' " 1 C(f)->X of order 2
whose cofiber C(φ) coincides with Σ"2 ίC(/). Hence we can choose the follow-
ing maps of order 2:

a_4r: Σ " 8 ' - 1 C(a4r) -> Σ ° , μ-^: Σ " 8 - 3 C(μ4r+1) -> Σ ° ,

(2.5) a_4r_2: Σ - 8 ' - 5 C(a4r+2) - Σ ° , m_4 r_3: Σ " 8 ' " 7 C(m4r+3) -> Σ ° ,

of which each cofiber C(f-t) coincides with Σ~2tC(ft) where ft=ain μ4r+1, a4r+2y

m4r+3 or b4t+2 (r^O) with i4r+2=«4r+2.
Take/ in Lemma 2.1 as the above map tf_4r, μ-4r-ly a-4r-2, m_4r_3 or &_4r_2,

and ^ in Lemma 2.1 as the map 2m: Σ°->Σ°, wX: C(57)->Σ°, 2m: C(η)-+C(η) or
Then we obtain the following composite maps igf~t (t^O):

ia.4r: Σ - 8 - 1 C(a4r) - SZβrn , iOa_4r: Σ " 8 - 1

iμ.^: Σ " 8 - 3 C(τί4r+1) -> SZβm , ^ - 4 , - ! : Σ"

(2.6) /α_4r_2: Σ " 8 - 5 C(a4r+2) - 5Z/2m , *>_ 4 r_ 2: Σ " 8 - 5 C(^4r+2) -> t/2lB,

m_4r_3: Σ " 8 ^ 7 C(m4r+3) - SZβm , %m_4r.3: Σ " 8 - 7 C(m4r+3) -> t/2β ,

(ίΛl) *-4r-2: Σ" 8 '- 5 C(aίr+2) -> Z-3SZβmAC(y) and

* ̂ _ 4 r_ 2: Σ " 8 - 5 C(aίr+2) - Σ"3C/L .

By making use of Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 and (2.1) we obtain

Proposition 2.5. For each composite map igf-t(t^O) given in (2.6), its
cofiber C(igf_t) satisfies the property (II2m)_t, and the Adams operation ψk

R behaves
normally in KO*C(igf-t) as stated in Lemma 2.2 i) when t is even, or as stated in
(2.1) when t is odd. Moreover C(ia..4r), C(ia-4r-2) and Σ4C((ίΛl) &_4r_2) are quasi
KO^-equivalent to W SZβm, and C(iΌa-Ar), C(iv α_4r_2) and Σ4C(/^_4r_2) are
quasi KO^-equivalent to Σ°VΣ4F2wί. On the other hand, C(zμ-4r-i), C(em_4r._3),
Σ4C(%μ-4r_i) and Σ4C(%^-4r-3) aγe all quasi KO ^-equivalent to M2m.

By virtue of Propositions 2.3 and 2.5 we can apply Theorem 4 to show the
followong result.

Theorem 2.6. Let X be a CW-spectrum satisfying the property (\\2m)t.
i) Assume that X is quasi KO ^-equivalent to Σ°\/SZβm. If the Adams

operation ΛJTR behaves normally in KO*X for each &Φ0 as stated in Lemma 2.2
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i), then X has the same K^-local type as C(ia4r), C{ia'4r+2), C(ia.4r) or C(zα_4r_2)

according as t=4r, 4 r + 2 , — 4r or —4r—2 (r^O).

ii) Assume that X is quasi KO^-equivalent to Σ°VΣ 4 Γ 2 w . If the Adams

operation ψk

R behaves normally in KO*X for each &Φ0 as stated in Lemma 2.2 i),

then X has the same K*-local type as O(iua4r), C(iua4r+2)ί C{iva^4r) or C(iva_4r_^

according as t=4r, \r-\-2, —Ar or —4? —2 (r^O).

iii) Assume thai X is quasi KO ̂ -equivalent to M2m. Then X has the same

K*-local type as C(iμ4r+1), C(ivm4r+3), C(zμ-4r-i) or C(im_4r_3) according as t=

4r+l, 4r+3, - 4 r - l , -4r-3 (r^O).

iv) Assume that X is quasi KO^-equivalent to Σ4M2 w ί. Then X has the

same ϋC*-local type as C(iuμ4r+ι)y C((iAl)m4r+3), C(%μ-4r-i) °> C{iΌm^Ar^ ac-

cording as ί = 4 r + l , 4 r + 3 , —4r—1 or —4r—3 (r^O).

In the above theorem we may replace the map iυ: Σ 0 - ^ U2m by the map i'v:

τ°-*τ,-2V'2m, and also the maps μir+1: Σ 8 r + 1->Σ°, ivm4r+3: Vr+5->V2m and

(ίΛl)»4r+3: τ8r+5->SZI2mAC(η) by μ'ir+1: Σ8^+ 1->Σ0, imίr+3: Σ 8 H" 2 C(η)->SZβm

and i{rm'4r+3: Σ 8 r + 2 C ( ^ ) - ^ Σ " 2 F L respectively. Thus

(2.7) i) C(i'vft) has the same ϋΓ*-local type as C(ivft) for ft=a±4r, μ±(4r+lh

ii) C(//^4r+i) and C(/^ίr+i) have the same if*-local types as C(iμ4r+1) and

C(%^4r+i) respectively.

iii) C(im'4r+3) and C{iγm'4r+3) have the same iQ.-local types as C(ivm4r+3)

and C((£Λ1) ̂ 4 r + 3 ) respectively.

When X is quasi i£O*-equivalent to Σ 4VΣ 45Z/2m or Σ 4VF 2 ) W, we can ob-

tain a similar result corresponding to the above theorem i) or ii). In fact, if the

Adams operation ΛJTR behaves normally in KO*X for each &Φ0 as stated in

Lemma 2.2 i), then X has the same If*-local type as the cofiber appeared in

Theorem 2.6 i) or ii) smashed with C(η) (see the remark following Lemma 2.2).

In particular, by means of Propositions 2.3 and 2.5 again we obtain that

(2.8) C((zΛl) α 4 r + 2 ), C(iγaAr+2), C((£Λ1) έ_4r_2) and C(^ό_4 r_2) have the same K*-

local types as O(ia'4r+2)AC(η), C{iua4r+2)AC(η)y C(ia_4r_2)AC(η) and C(iυa^4r_^)A

C(rj) respectively.

3. lϋΓ^-local types of Anderson spectra

3.1. Let Z b e a CW-spectrum with KU^X^KU^^Z. For such a

CW-spectrum X we may assume that XASQ=-(^?\/Ί?t+ι)ASQ for some integer

t. In this case X satisfies the following property:

(III), KU0X^Z with Λ]rk

c = l and KU.X^Z with ^ = l/#.

If X satisfies the property (IΠ)2 s + 1, then it is quasi KO*-equivalent to one of the
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following spectra Σ°VΣ3, Σ°VΣ7, Σ4VΣ3, Σ 4VΣ 7 or Ctf) (see [7, Theorem 3.2]
or [15, Theorem 1.3.4]).

Lemma 3.1. Let X and Y be CW-spectra satisfying the property (I) and
f: Ί<2t-ιX-+Y be a map whose cofiber C(f) satisfies the property (II),. Then the
cofiber C(ηf) of the composite map vf:?,2tX-*Y satisfies the property (III),,
and it is quasi KO ^-equivalent to Y VΣ2 ί + 1X or C(η2) according as t is even or
odd.

Proof. Obviosuly KUQ C(vf)^KU0Y^Z and
Z. In the case when t is even, C(ηf) is quasi KO*-equivalent to the wedge
sum YVΣ2t+1X since C(f) is quasi KO*-equivalent to FVΣ 2 ί Z. On the
other hand, C(ηf) is just an Anderson spectrum in the case when t is odd, be-
cause KO2C(vf)=0=KO6C(vf).

Let X be an Anderson spectrum satisfying the property (IΠ)2 s + 1. Then
we can easily observe that the Adams operation Λ]TR behaves always in KOtX

z'^7) for each kΦO as follows:

(3.1) Λ]rk

R = llk2s, k2, \jk2s~2 or 1 according as £=3, 4, 7 or otherwise.

Lemma 3.2. Let X and Y be CW-spectra satisfying the property (I) and
f: Σ4s~1X-»F be a map whose cofiber C(f) satisfies the property (Π)^. Then the
Adams operation Λ]TR acts normally in KOfi^f) (0^/^7) for each &Φ0 as fol-
lows: -ylrR — Xjh?8, k2, \jk2s~2 or 1 according as i—l, 4, 5 or otherwise.

Proof. Use the cofiber sequence Σ1C(/)^C(97/)->C(97)Λy->Σ2C(/) where
C(/), C(ηf) and C(V)AY are quasi KO*-equivalent to FVΣ 4 s Z, YWTs+ιX
and C(η) respectively. Then the result follows immediately from (1.8) i) and
ii).

T a k e / i n Lemma 3.1 as the map a±4ry μ±(4r+1), a±Ur+2h m±Ur+3h a'4r+2 or
έ_4r_2 given in (1.13) or (2.5). Using Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 and (3.1) by virtue
of Proposition 1.6 we obtain

Proposition 3.3. Setft=a±Ari μ±(4r+i), cι±(4r+2hm±Ur+3)ί a'Ar+2 or &_4r_2(r^
Then each cofiber C(ηft) satisfies the property (III),, and the Adams operation i/r|
behaves normally in KO*C(ηft) as stated in Lemma 3.2 when t is even, or as stated
in (3.1) when t is odd. Moreover the cofibers C(ηft) for ft=a±4r, # 4 r + 2 and tf_4r_2

are quasi KO^-equivalent to S°VΣ1, but C(ηa4r+2) and C(ηb-4r_2) are quasi KO*-
equίvalent to Σ4 VΣ5. On the other hand, the cofibers C{ηft) for ft=μ±ur+D and
m±Ur+3) are Anderson spectra.

By applying Theorem 4 combined with Proposition 3.3 we can show the fol-
lowing result, which contains Theorem 2.

Theorem 3.4. Let X be a CW-spectrum satisfying the property (III), with
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f Φ - 1 .
i) Assume that X is quasi KO ^-equivalent to Σ° VΣ1. If the Adams opera-

tion ΛJTR behaves normally in KO*X for each βφO as stated in Lemma 3.2, then X
has the same K*-local type as O(ηair), 0{ηa{r+2), C{ηa.Ar) or C(ηa-.4r-2) according
as t=4r, 4r+2, —\r or —4r—2 (r^O).

ii) When X is an Anderson spectrum, then it has the same K*-local type as
C(vμ4r+i)yC(ηmir+3)yC(vμ^r^) or C(ηm_4r_3) according as t=4r+l, 4r+3, —4r—ί
or — 4r—3 (r^O) where *Φ — 1.

3.3. As duals of M2m, P^m and R2m appeared in §2 we next consider the
cofibers C(ηj), C{η2m) and C{η2mη2) of the maps ηjiSZβm-*?,0, η2m: l?-+SZβm
and ?}2mη2: *Σi-*SZβm, which are denoted by M2m,P2m and R2m respectively in
[15, 1.4.1]. Then there hold Spanier-Whitehead dualities as M/

2m=Ίl

2DM2m,
P'2m=Ί?DP2m and R'2m=Z5DR2m. Hence KU°M'2m^Z®Zβm on which ψc1=

KUιP2m^Z@Zjm on which ψ c 1 = ( ~ 1 °), KUιR2m^Z®Zβm on

which i/rc^l, and KU1M/

2m=KU°P2m=KU°R2m=0 (cf. [15, Proposition
1.4.1]). Note that ~Σ,ιPAm is quasi i^O^-equivalent to M2m> whose ^O-homology
KOiML-Z, Z/4m, Zβ, Zβ, Z, Zβm, 0, 0 according as ί=0, 1, - , 7 (see [15,
Proposition 1.4.2 and Corollary 1.5.4]).

Let X be a CW-spectrum satisfying the following property:

(Πajf KU°X^Z®Zβm in which <ψk

c=Aktt and KU'X=0.

If KUiX is finitely generated for each ί, then the property (IΊ2*«)? implies that
KU0X^Z with Λlrc=k' and KU^X^Zβm with -ψk

c = l. Under the assump-
tion that X is finite, we note that X satisfies the property (Il2tn)* if and only if its
Spanier-Whitehead dual DX does the property (II2m)ί As a dual of Lemma 2.1
we have

Lemma 3.5. Let X} Y and W be CW-spectra satisfying the property (I).
Letf: Ί<2t-ιX->Y andg: X^W be maps whose cofibers C{f) and C(g) satisfy the
properties (ΪI)t and (I2m) respectively. Then for the composite map fjg: Σ2ί"2C(^)->
JF^X-^Y the cofiber ^2tC(fjg) satisfies the property (Π2wί)f. Moreover C(fjg)
is quasi KO^-equivalent to the wedge sum YVΣ2t~ιC(g) when t is even. On the
other hand, under the assumption that C(fjg) is finite, it is quasi KO ^-equivalent to
M2m or ^M2tn according as Σ2tW is quasi KO ^-equivalent to Σ2 or Σ6 when t is
odd.

Let/: Σ 2 ' - 1 ^—^F be a map of order 2. Then we have coextensions

f2m:τ2ιX-YASZI2m, frΛm: l?'X-+YAVia and

fUM: Ί?'X^Y'AU4m when Y=Y\C(η)
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such that (ίAj) f2m=f (lAjv) fVΛm=f and (1Λ>) fu>4m=f As a dual of Lemma
2.4 we have

Lemma 3.6. Let X and Y be OW-spectra satisfying the property (I), and

f: Ί<2t~ιX->Y be a map of order 2 whose cofiber C(f) satisfies the property (II),

(fΦO).
i) The cofiber Σ"2 ί"1C(/2) satisfies the property (I), and it is quasi KO*-

equivalent to X or Σ4X according as t is even or odd.
ii) For φAm=ftm,fvAm or fUΛm each cofiber Σ" 1 C(φ4m) satisfies the property

(II2m)*t. Under the assumption that these cofibers are finite, all of C(f4m),
Σ 4C(/ 7 4 m) and C(JU4m) are quasiKO ̂ -equivalent to P4m or Σ4P4 w according as Y
is quasi KO ^-equivalent to Σ° or Σ4 whenever t is odd.

As a dual of (2.3) we set

a4r = Ar

2 i: Σ 8 ' -> SZβ , μ'Ar+ι = Ar

2 ψ. Σ 8 ' + 2 - SZβ ,

(3.2) ά'Ar+2 = Ar

2 h: Σ 8 r + 1 C{η) -* SZβ , fn{r+z = Ar

2 h τ8r+3 C(η) -> SZβ ,

< W = ^ 2 A'2 i: τ8r+4 - SZβAC(η).

Since τ~2t-λC{f't)=DC{ft) for / , = α 4 r , μ4r+1, α4r+2, m4r+3 or ^ί , + 2 (r^0) with
air=oί4r and 4̂ί+2= 4̂r+2> (2.5) implies that

(3.3) each cofiber 'Σ~2t~1C(f/

t) satisfies the property (I) for /{ given in (3.2), and
C(α 4 r ) ,Σ 2 C(^ r + 1 ) , C(ά'4r+2), τ2O{m'4r+3) and Σ4C(α4r+2) are all quasi KO*-
equivalent to Σ1.

Let/: V*-ιX-*Y be a map of order 2 and / : Ί,2tX->YASZβ be its coex-
tension with (1/j) / = / . Then there exists a map ψ: Y->C(f) of order 2 whose
cofiber O(Λ1T) coincides with Σ 1 ^ / ) . So we can choose the following maps of
order 2:

aUr: Σ° -> C(α4 r), ^14,.!: Σ° -

(3.4) aUr-2i Σ° -> C(3ί r + 2), mi 4 r_ 3: Σ° »> C(^ί r + 3 ) and

of which each cofiber C(fLt) coincides with ΣxC(/ί) where f't=aAry μίr+i, a'4r+2,
mίr+3 and bir+2 (r^O) with bir+2=a4r+2. Since the maps/i, given in (3.4) are
respectively dual to those/_, given in (2.5), we have Spanier-Whitehead dualities
as C(fLt)=Ί,ιDC(f-t) for/_,=α_4 r, μ-Ar-u a__4r_2y m_4r_3 or £_4r_2 (r^O).

Dually to (2.2) and (2.6) we obtain the composite maps ftjg and/_, j g (t^O)
as follows:

α4rj: Ί*'-2SZβm -* Σ°, αtrjv: Ί*r~2V2m - Σ°,

(3.5) μ'ir+1j: τs'SZβm ^ Σ°, μίr+ijr: ΣSrV2m -> Σ°,
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air+2J Ί,Sr+2SZβm - C(η), a4r+2jv: Σ 8 ' + 2 F 2 m - C(η),

Σ°, a'ir+2j'v: Ί*rV>2m -> Σ° ,

> Σ°, mlr+3j'v: Σ 8 ' + 2 F 2 m -* Σ° .

(3.6) «l4r-2;: Σ-^Z/Zm -> C(«4 r + 2), aUr-2Jv: Σ " 1 ^ -> C(β4 r + 2),

mL4r.3j: τ-'SZβm -* C ( % r + 3 ) , mUr-zjv ^~ιV2m -

bLtr-2(jAl): Σ-ιSZβmAC(η) - C(άir+2) and

Then there hold Spanier-Whitehead dualities as

(3.7) i) C(f>tj)=Z»DC(ift) and C(f',jr)=τ2lDC(i'vft) ίor ft=air, μir+1 or
α4r+2(»Ί=Sθ) where a'ir=a4r and α4ί+2=fl4f+2

ii) C(f'tj'v)=τ2'DC(ivft) and C(/i(iAl))=^'Z>C((/Al)/ () for / ( = « 4 r + 2

or m4 f + 3(r^0).
iii) C{f'-,j)=VDC(if-t) and C(f^jv)=τ1DC(i'vf-ι) for /_,=α_4 r,

/ί_4r_!, α_4r_2 or wί_4 r_3(r^0).
iv) C(ό^4r-2(yΛl))=Σ1I>C((ίΛl)ά_4,_2) and C(ii4r-2i ί,)=Σ1

JDC(^ό_4r_2)
(r^O).

By making use of Lemma 3.5 we obtain the following result, which is a
dual of Propositions 2.3 and 2.5.

Proposition 3.7. i) For each composite map ftjg(t^t0) given in (3.5) the
cofiber ^~2tC{ftjg) satisfies the property (Π2w)?.

ii) For each composite map f-tjg(t^O) given in (3.6) the cofiber Σ~ιC{f-tjg)
satisfies the property ( I ] ^ ) ^ .

iii) C(a4rj), Σ 4 C K + 2 j ) , C(alr+2(jAl))} ^-lC{aLArj), τ~ιC{aL^2j) and
Σ3C(6ί4r-2(iΛl)) we quasi KO*-equivalent to Σ°VΣ"15^/2m, and C(a4rjv),
Σ4C(α4 r + 2y7) JC(αί r + 2y^),Σ-1C(αi4,>),Σ-1C(βi4,-2>) and Σ 3 C(ϋ 4 r _ 2 >) are
quasi KO^-equivalent to Σ°VΣ~1F2 w ί.

iv) C(μί r + i» , Σ 4 C ( ^ , + 1 ; 7 ) , Σ 4 C(mί, + 3 ia C K r + 3 ( i Λ l ) ) , Σ1C(^i4 r_1y),
Έi

5C(μ/-.^r-ιjv), Σ 1C(mi 4 r_ 3y) α/ίίί Σ 5C(mi 4 r_ 3yF) are all quasi KO^-equivalent to
M'2m.

4. JΓ*-local types of the real projective spaces

4.1. Let RPn be the real projective w-space and Xn denote the suspension
spectrum Σ" n 5P 2 5 w whose zz-th term is the symmetric square SP2Sn of the
/z-sphere as in [16, §2]. The suspension spectra Xn and RPn are related by the
following commutative diagram
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RP"-1

I
RP"

2.

— Σ°

II
- Σ°

YOSIMURA

Σ" =

I
~* Xn -*

i
-> xn+1 -»•

ϊ

Σ"

i
^RPΛ

i
Σ'RP

i

(4.1)

involving four coίiber sequences [10]. Their i££/"-homologies and KU-coho-
mologies are well known ([1, Theorem 7.3] and [14, Theorem 3.3]):

(4.2) i) KU0Xn+1^Z or Z@Z and KU^RPn^Z/2t or Z@Z\V according as
n=2t or 2*+l, and KUιXn+ι=Q^KU^ίPn.

ii) KU°Xu+ιs*Z or Z 0 Z and KU~1RPn^0 or Z according as ra is even
or odd, and KUlXu+l=0 and KUQRPn^Zj2t when n=2ί or 2t+l.

We here investigate the behavior of the Adams operation yjrc for Xn+i and

Lemma 4.1. i) ^ + 1 =Σ~"" 1 SP 2 *S* + 1 ίβίώ/feί the property (I) or (II) ί + 1

according as n=2t or 2t+l.
ii) Σ\RPΛ ί α ί ^ ί the property (I2#) or (II20,+i according as n=2t or 2t+ί.

In addition, ΣιRP°° satisfies the property (I2~).

Proof. It is sufficient to show that in both KU0Xn+1 and
£ = l or Aktt+1 according as n=2t or 2t-\-l. The w=0 case is evident because

^ = 2 ° and RP°= {pt}. Assume that ψ*c = 1 in KUQX2t.x^Z and
2f"\t^ 1). Consider the commutative diagram

0

0
II

— Jζ ί/o Σ° —

0

i
KUaX2t., -* I

I
KU0X2t -* I

ί

I
0

0
i

W-1 RP2'-2

ϊ
W-! RP2'-1

1
KU Σ2 ί

I
0

-* 0

-H. 0

with exact rows and columns. Then KUoX2t^KUoΣ2tΘKUoX2t-i^Z(BZ and

KU-1IU*-1cχKUt2*®KU-1RP*-2'χZ®ZI2t-\ in both of which ψfc is ex-

pressed by a matrix ( ' ) for some rational number ck t. We here use an-

other commutative diagram
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0 -> KU0Ί,°

0
1

KUo Σ2 ' =

KUQ X2i —>

KUQX2t+ι ->

i
0

0
I

KU..RP2'-

KU.λRP2t

1
0

with exact rows and columns. Since the right vertical sequence is expressed
into the form of 0-*Z-+Z®ZI2t-ι-+ZI2t->0, we may regard that the induced
homomorphism A2W: KUΌ Ίt

2t-*KUQX2t is given by A2,*(l)=(2, 1) where KUQX2t

^KU0ΊL,2tξBKU0X2t-i. Since the Adams operation ψc commutes with h2t*, it
is easily computed that cktt=ί—ktβkt. Thus φk

c=Aktt in both KUoX2t^Z®Z
and KU-ιRP2t-ι^Z®Zβt~\ Further it is immediate that y]rk

c = l in both
KU0X2t+1^Z and

As a dual of Lemma 4.1 we have

Corollary 4.2. i) ΓAe Spanier-Whitehead dual DXn+1 satisfies the proper-
ty (I) or (IVj-t-x according as n=2t or 2t+1. 77mί ψk

c = \ or Λ,-*-i ί» KU°Xn+1

^Z or Z®Z according as n=2t or 2t+l.
ii) The Spanier-Whitehead dual DRP2t satisfies the property (I2ή and Σ""1

DRP2t+ι does the property (Π20?+i. Thus ψk

c = ϊ in KU°RP2t^KU°RP2t+1^
ZjV and ψkc=kt+1 in KU~ιRP2t+ι^Z.

4.2. In [16, Theorem 2.7] we have determined the quasi XΌπc-types of
the symmetric square Xn=Σ~uSP2Sn of the rc-sphere and the real projective
n-space RP*.

Theorem 4.3. i) Xn+ι is quasi KO^-equivalent to the following elementary
spectrum: Σ°, Cfa), Σ4, Σ4VΣ4, Σ4, C{rj)y Σ°, Σ°VΣ° according as n = 0,l, ,7
mod 8.

ii) Σ1RPn is quasi KO*-equivalent to the following elementary spectrum:
SZβAr, M^ry V2*r+ι, Σ4V PV+i, V*r+n, M^r+2, SZβA^\ Σ°V5Z/24^3 according as
n=8r, 8r+ly .. ,8r+7.

By virtue of Lemma 4.1 we can easily observe the behavior of the Adams
operation ΛJTR for Xn+V In fact, (1.1) and (1.8) i) and iii) assert that the Adams
operation Λ]TR behaves in KO{Xn+1 (OfSί'^7) for each &Φ0 as follows:

(4.3) i) When n is even, tykR=k2 or 1 according as i=4- or otherwise.
ii) When n=4s+l, ψ £ = l , l/&2s, k2 or l/fc2*"2 according as z=0, 2,4 or

6.
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iii) When n—4ί+3, ψkR=Ak2s+2y k2Akf2s+2 O Γ 1 according as /=0, 4 or
otherwise.

By the aid of (4.3) we next observe the behavior of the Adams operation
ψk

R for RPn.

Lemma 4.4. The Adams operation ΛITR acts normally in KO^1

7) for each k φ 0 as follows:
i) When n is even or infinite, ψk

R=k2 or 1 according as z=4 or otherwise.

ii) When n=*ts+l} ^R=ljk2s

y k\ l/k23'2 or 1 according as i=2, 4, 6 or

otherwise.
iii) When n=4s+3, -^rR=Akt2s+2, k2Akf2s+2 or 1 according as ί=0, 4 or

otherwise.

Proof, i) In the n=°o case our result follows from Lemma 4.1 and (1.6).
Use the cofiber sequence Σ0->X2ί+i->21i?P2ί->Σ1 in the n=2t case. Evidently
(4.3) i) implies our result except ψ i = 1 in KOβP^^KOβP^^ZβφZβ.
As is observed in ii) and iii) below, <ψ4 = l/£4r+2 in K0YRP*r^^Z®Z\2 and
ΦR= 1 in KOλRP*r+Ί^Zβ®Z\2®Z\2. By means of these results we can easily
show the rest of our result.

ii) By Lemma 4.1 and Theorem 4.3 ii) we note that ΊϊRP^1 satisfies the
property ( II^^+i and it is quasi KO*-equivalent to M22s. Our result is im-
mediate from (2.1).

iii) Use the cofiber sequence 20-^X4s+4->Σ1i?P4s+3->Σ1. Then (4.3) iii)
implies immediately our result except <χ!rk

R=l in
Consider the commutative diagram

0 -^

0 -*

0

I
KO2Xn -*

ϊ
KO2Xn+ι -

1
KO.-Σ," =

I
0

0

I
KO, RP"-1

1
KO1RPn

[

I
0

II
-* 0

- • 0

with n=Sr+7. Since φk

R = ί in KOxRPn-λ^KO2Xn^^Zβ®Zβ, a routine
computation shows that <Jr£ = l in KOιRPn^Zβ@Zβ®Zβ as in the proof of
Lemma 2.2.

Under the assumption that CW-spectra X and Y are finite, X is quasi
KO*-equivalent to Y if and only if the Spanier-Whitehead dual DY is quasi
i£O*-equivalent to DX (see [15, Corollary 1.1.6]). Therefore Theorem 4.3 ii)
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implies that

(4.4) the Spanier-Whitehead dual DRP" is quasi KO*-equivalent to the fol-
lowing elementary spectrum: SZ/24r, Σ ^ M ^ , Σ4F24r+i, Σ5VΣ4F24r+i, Σ4F24r+2,
ΊΓιM'2Ar+h SZβ4r+\ Ί}ySZβ^z according as n=8r, 8r+l , ..., 8r+7 (cf. [9,
Theorem 1]).

As a dual of Lemma 4.4 we can easily show

L e m m a 4.5. The Adams operation ΛJTR acts normally in KOi DRPn^

KO-tRP" (0£i^7)for each &Φ0 as follows:

i) When n is even, ΛJrkR=k2 or 1 according as ί=4- or otherwise.

ii) When Λ = 4 ί + 1 , <x]rR=k2s+2, k\ k2s+i or 1 according as i=3, \, 7 or other-

wise.

ii) When n=4s+3, ^k

R=k2s+2, k2, k2s+4 or 1 according as ί = l , \3 5 or other-

wise.

For the Moore spectrum SZβt of type Zβ* the bottom cell inclusion
ί: Σ°-^S'Z/2ί and the top cell projection^: SZβf-+Σι are here written as it and^
with emphasis. Similarly the maps iv: C(η)->V2t>jv: ϊ^'-^Σ 1, iγ\ Σ 2 -»F^ and
jv'. Vf

2t-^C{ή) are written as iγyt >)v,u i'v.t andy^( ί. By virtue of Lemmas 4.1 and
4.4 we may now apply Theorems 1.2, 1.7 and 2.6 with (2.8) to determine the
i^-local types of Xn+1 and RPn.

Theorem 4.6. i) The symmetric square Xn+1=Έ,-n-1SP9Sn+1 of the n+U

sphere has the same K*-local type as the following elementary spectrum: Σ°, C(μ4r+1),

C{v), C{a,r+2)y C(η), C(m4r+3)3 2°, C(α 4 r + 4 ) according as n=8r, 8r+l, - , Sr+7.

ii) The real projective n-space ΣιRPn has the same K^-local type as the foll-

owing elementary spectrum: SZβ4r, C(iirμ4r+1), V2^+iy C(iVAr+1a4r+2)} V2*r+2,

C(iVM+2™4r+3), SZβ4r+3

f C(i4r+3aAr+4) according as n = 8 r , 8 r + l , - , 8 r + 7 . In

addition, Ί}RP°° has the same K*-local type as SZβ°°.

In order to determine the K*-local type of the Spanier-Whitehead dual
DRPn the following result is useful (cf. [15, Corollary 1.1.6]).

Lemma 4.7. Assume that CW-spectra X and Y are finite. Then X is

quasi S^-equivalent to Y if and only if the Spanier-Whitehead dual DY is quasi

S^-equivalent to DX.

Proof. It is sufficient to show the "only if" part. If X is quasi £#*-
equivalent to Y, then we get a K*-equivalence /: Y-+SKAX. Choose an ad-
joint map Df: DX-^DYASK such that (lAex) (fAl) = (eYAί) (lADf): YADX->SK

where ew: WADW-^Σ° denotes the evaluation map for W=X or Y. Consider
the diagram
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K,DYASK < K,DY

K-'X < K-'SKΛX —* K-'Y

where vertical arrows are the duality isomorphisms. As is easily checked, the
above diagram is commutative. Therefore the adjoint map Df: DX->DYASK

becomes a K*-equivalence because/: Y-^SKAX is a ^^-equivalence, too. Thus
DY is quasi 5^-equivalent to DX.

Theorem 4.6 combined with Lemma 4.7, (1.4) and (3.7) implies

Theorem 4.8. The Spanier-Whilehead dual DRPn of the real projective
n-space has the same K*-local type as the following elementary spectrum: SZβ4r,

SZ/24r+3, Σ-8r-7C(α4,+4y4r+3) according as n=8r, 8r+l, - , 8r+7.
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